TASTE THE NEW WAVE
OF PLANT-BASED FISH
If you’re looking for a plant-based option for
some of the nation’s favourite dishes it’s got
to be more than just good, right? Well, we’ve
landed them. Omni’s new seafood series has
reached a new milestone in fish-less dishes and
is quite simply O!mazing.

Head over to vegexp.co.uk/omni-fish for the full range!

Get these exclusive Omni recipes
now from seed-bank.co.uk
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It's what's made them famous.
Omni have nailed plant-based pork
for good. Hard on the heels of their
incredibly popular and versatile
pork-style mince comes two other
pork must-haves, pork-style strips
and luncheon meat, both with the
same crazy pork-like taste.

PLANT-BASED
PORK-STYLE STRIPS
650g • OMNPOSTRI •

Takes on flavours and spices well,
so perfect for stir fries and noodle
dishes, but equally at home in
pastas and salads. Easy to cook
from frozen and pan fry for longer
for crispy bacon-like strips.

Seedbank Recipe Suggestion
Sticky Omnipork Noodles

Loving Omni? Follow them
@omnifoods.uk

PLANT-BASED
LUNCHEON MEAT
20x40g • OMNLUNCH •

A well seasoned pork like
flavour that works well in
loads of great dishes. Pan
fry on a high heat to add
crispiness. Can be breaded
or battered and deep fried
too. It comes pre-sliced for
easy portion control.

Seedbank Recipe Suggestion
Omnipork Luncheon Meat Sushi

OMNIPORK PLANT-BASED
PORK-STYLE MINCE

OMNPO • 1KG •

Just like pork mince. It’s well
seasoned, tender, juicy with a
rich meaty flavour and incredibly
versatile! Perfect for use in
Asian dishes but it’s a total
game-changer for any dish
that uses pork mince including
pork pies, sausage rolls,
lasagne and meatballs.

Seedbank Recipe Suggestion
Sichuan ‘Pork’ Ramen

